Willoughby Industries has manufactured commercial grade stainless steel and solid surface plumbing products for more than 65 years. Our focus is supplying the commercial, healthcare, recreational, and security industries with plumbing products of uncommon quality and durability. All of our plumbing products are American-made in our new 250,000 square foot manufacturing facility in Indianapolis, Indiana.

**LAVATORIES**

Aquawave® lavatory systems feature pre-assembled heavy stainless steel pedestal; (optional) gravity-fed, top-filled liquid soap dispensing system; all brass bodied lead-free adjustable temperature mixing valve, stainless steel machined spray head with a vandal-resistant .5 gpm aerator, multiple water control options.

**WAW SERIES LAVATORIES**
- One, two, or three station designs available
- Vandal-resistant
- ADA/UFAS/TAS/CSA compliant
- Adjustable temp. control
- Juvenile heights available
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared activation
- Single waterline connection
- Easy to clean single basin
- Basin available in seven different Aquasurf colors
LAVATORIES/SINKS

WAF SERIES AQUAFOUNT® WASHFOUNTAINS
- Two, three, and four head floor or wall mount designs available
- Vandal-resistant
- ADA/UFAS/TAS/CSA compliant
- Adjustable temp. control
- Easy to clean single basin
- Single waterline and single drain connection
- Heavy duty hand washing
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared sensor activation
- Juvenile heights available
- Basin available in seven different Aquasurf colors

CWLR LAVATORY DECK, ROUND FRONT
- One, two, three or four stations
- Vandal-resistant all welded 14-gauge, type 304 stainless steel
- Single waterline and single drain connection
- Heavy duty hand washing
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared sensor activation
- Juvenile heights available

WSB-1911 SHAMPOO BOWL
- 18” wide
- Wall mounted
- Adjustable single temp. pneumatic control
- Easy to clean basin
- Basin available in seven different Aquasurf colors
- Optional removable hand-held sprayer

WSB-2111 SHAMPOO BOWL
- 21-3/4” wide
- Wall mounted
- Adjustable single temp. pneumatic control
- Easy to clean basin
- Basin available in seven different Aquasurf colors
- Optional removable hand-held sprayer

Revit files available on our website
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**Aquasurf® Deep Bowl Semi-Circular Washfountains**
- Three and four station designs available
- 36” & 54” diameters
- Vandal-resistant
- ADA/UFAS/TAS/CSA compliant
- Adjustable temp. control
- Easy to clean single basin
- Single waterline and single drain connection
- Heavy duty hand washing
- 8.5” deep bowl design
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared sensor activation
- Foot operated available

**Stainless Steel Deep Bowl Semi-Circular Washfountains**
- Three and four station designs available
- 36”, 42”, & 54” diameters
- Vandal-resistant
- ADA/UFAS/TAS/CSA compliant
- Adjustable temp. control
- Easy to clean single basin
- Single waterline and single drain connection
- Heavy duty hand washing
- 8.5” deep bowl design
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared sensor activation
- Foot operated available

**Aquasurf® Deep Bowl Full-Circular Washfountains**
- Six and eight station designs available
- 36” & 54” diameters
- Vandal-resistant
- ADA/UFAS/TAS/CSA compliant
- Adjustable temp. control
- Easy to clean single basin
- Single waterline and single drain connection
- Heavy duty hand washing
- 8.5” deep bowl design
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared sensor activation
- Foot operated available

**Stainless Steel Full-Circular Washfountains**
- Three and four station designs available
- 36”, 42”, and 54” diameters
- Vandal-resistant
- ADA/UFAS/TAS/CSA compliant
- Adjustable temp. control
- Easy to clean single basin
- Single waterline and single drain connection
- Heavy duty hand washing
- 8.5” deep bowl design
- Single temp pneumatic, electronic, or infrared sensor activation
- Foot operated available
Elegant in design and durable in structure, AquaDeck lavatories provide a stylish option for multi-user applications. Each system is modularly cast from a superior blend of polyester and acrylic resins. The solid surface bowls and backsplash are cast integrally to the lavatory deck surface, eliminating unsightly seams and joints typical of fabricated decks. This solid surface is non-porous, resistant to stains, burns, and impacts, and is easy to clean. With the ability to accommodate almost any deck faucet, AquaDeck is the perfect solution for any public restroom or university dormitory.

### 2230 SERIES
- WAD-2230-1: 30”x22”
- WAD-2230-2: 60”x22”
- WAD-2230-3: 90”x22”
- WAD-2230-4: 120”x22”

### 2235 SERIES
- WAD-2235-1: 30”x22”
- WAD-2235-2: 60”x22”
- WAD-2235-3: 90”x22”
- WAD-2235-4: 120”x22”

### 2240 SERIES
- WAD-2240-1: 30”x22”
- WAD-2240-2: 60”x22”
- WAD-2240-3: 90”x22”
- WAD-2240-4: 120”x22”

### 2250 SERIES
- WAD-2250-1: 30”x22”
- WAD-2250-2: 60”x22”

### 2260 SERIES
- WAD-2260-1: 30”x22”
- WAD-2260-2: 60”x22”

### AQUADECK OPTIONS INCLUDE:
- Color selections
- Bowl shape
- Bowl placement
- Contrasting bowl color to deck color
- One, two, three, or four bowl configurations
- Apron style
Willoughby shower pans are fabricated from Aquasurf® solid surface material. Aquasurf® is a molded cast polymer, densified, solid surface material composed of polyester/acrylic resin with UV stabilizer, aluminum trihydrate, and mineral fillers. The material is resistant to stains, impact, and burns. Scratches to the surface of this product are rare and can be easily repaired with a mild abrasive cleanser. Call a Willoughby sales representative for details at 1-800-428-4065.

AS-S3840FA
- Transfer shower receptor with integral trench drain
- ADA compliant

AS-S36NEO
- Shower receptor
- Neo-angle

AS-53462FA
- Roll-in shower receptor with integral trench drain
- ADA compliant

AS-536RND
- Shower receptor
- Round front
- Available in 36" models

AS-536RND
- Shower receptor
- Round front
- Anti-slip surface

AS-536RND
- Available in 36"
SQUARE & RECTANGLE SHOWER PANS
- Shower receptor
- Available in 36" x 36", 36" x 48", or 36" x 60"
- Anti-slip surface

WALL KITS
- Solid surface material
- 1/4" or 3/8" thick
- Optional soap dish configurations available
- Sized to fit any shower pan
- Matching corner cove

COLOR SELECTION CHART

STANDARD
- White Granite (WG1)
- Sandstone (SS1)
- Grey Granite (GG1)
- Bone (B1)
- Glacier White (GW1)

OPTIONAL
- Red Coral (RC1)
- Nocturnal Blue (NB1)
- Black Granite (BG1)
- Sea Green (SG1)

AQUASURF®
SOLID SURFACE CAST POLYMER MATERIAL

- Stain, impact, and burn resistant
- Greater durability and less maintenance than tile
- Non-porous material
- Available in solid or granite colors

Revit files available on our website
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Willoughby Industries is the leading manufacturer of security/prison showers in North America. The vandal-resistance and durability inherent in our security showers is also utilized in our commercial line. These features make Willoughby showers perfect for schools, health clubs, locker rooms, campgrounds, or any other public shower facility.

**CWCWS SERIES**
- Continuous wall shower system
- Constructed of heavy-gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Available in one to 20 stations
- Barrier-free stations available (optional)
- Multiple valve and shower head options
- Easy to install

**CWCSY & CWCSX SERIES**
- Column shower
- Constructed of heavy-gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Available in 2 to 6 stations
- Barrier-free stations available (optional)
- Multiple valve options
- Multiple shower head options
- Easy to install
- Matching ceiling mount pipe shroud available

**CWSMS SERIES**
- Single station surface mounted shower
- Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Barrier-free stations available (optional)
- Multiple valve options
- Multiple shower head options
- Easy to install
- Perfect for retrofit projects

**CWRS-FA SERIES**
- Single station recess, front-mounted shower panel
- Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel
- Barrier-free stations available (optional)
- Multiple valve options
- Multiple shower head options
- Easy to install
CWDS & CWTS SERIES
- Two or three station surface-mounted shower
- Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Barrier-free stations available (optional)

- Multiple valve options
- Multiple stainless steel shower head options
- Easy to install
- Perfect for retrofit projects

CWBF S-250 SERIES
- Surface-mounted handicap shower
- Optional grab bar, fold-down seat, curtain, and curtain rod available
- Industry exclusive stainless steel diverter valve handle

- Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Multiple valve options
- Multiple stainless steel shower head options

CWBF S-200 SERIES
- Recess, front-mounted handicap shower
- Optional grab bar, fold-down seat, curtain, and curtain rod available
- Industry exclusive stainless steel diverter valve handle

- Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Multiple valve options
- Multiple stainless steel shower head options

CWKS SERIES
- Corner surface-mounted shower
- Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel
- Factory pre-piped
- Barrier-free stations available (optional)

- Multiple valve options
- Multiple stainless steel shower head options
- Easy to install
URINALS
- Multi-person trough urinals
- Single person trough urinals
- Straddle style urinals
- Floor-mounted stall urinals
- Washout/blowout urinals

WATER CLOSETS
- Carrier mounted water closets
- Blowout/siphon jet water closets
- Floor-mounted water closets
- Handicap water closets
- White epoxy coated water closets available

MOP SINKS
Fabricated from type 304 stainless steel
- CWMS-24246 (24”x24”x6”)
- CWMS-32326 (32”x32”x6”)
- CWMS-36366 (36”x36”x6”)
- CWMS-242412 (24”x24”x12”)
- CWMS-323212 (32”x32”x12”)
- CWMS-363612 (36”x36”x12”)

HOSE BOXES
Ideal for commercial and institutional facilities
- Integral screwdriver supply stop(s)
- Available with a hinged door and cylinder lock
CWBF-100 WATER BOTTLE FILLER
- Intuitive design with simple, vandal-resistant pushbutton
- Optional infrared operation
- Sanitary recessed filler spout
- Quick, 1-gallon-per-minute fill rate
- One-piece fully-welded stainless steel construction
- Replaceable in-line charcoal filter
- Optional type 316 stainless steel

DF-1812 DRINKING FOUNTAIN
- All stainless steel bubbler, push button, and drain
- Handicap and child height fountains available
- One-piece fully-welded stainless steel construction

WODF SERIES OUTDOOR DRINKING FOUNTAINS
- All stainless steel bubbler, push button, and drain
- One-piece fully-welded stainless steel construction
- Multiple color choices
- Handicap and child height fountains available
- Optional pet fountain
**WODS-4-2 OUTDOOR SHOWER**
- Solid, one-piece, fully-welded Type 304 stainless steel column
- Multiple stainless steel shower head options
- Foot wash options
- Type 316 stainless steel is available for installations near salt water
- Simple pushbutton valve operation

**ES-1015-HC LAVATORY**
- Idea for park restroom hand washing
- Constructed from Type 304, fully-welded stainless steel
- Multiple faucet options
- Fast drain, overflow vent, and self-draining soap dish
- No chase area required

**WT-2016 WATERLESS PIT TOILET**
- Designed for installation over vented pits
- Constructed from Type 304, fully-welded stainless steel
- Stainless steel seat or optional plastic seat

**ETWS-1490-OF TOILET**
- Wall-mounted
- Constructed from Type 304, fully-welded stainless steel
- Available in 1.28 or 1.6 gallon per flush
- Optional folding plastic seat
- Can replace existing porcelain toilet